GPRA Update 12/13/2019
Dear Great Pyrenees Friends,
First, we cannot thank our loyal GPRA base
enough for the overwhelming response we
experienced throughout our Thanksgiving Match
period. We had a $40,000 match challenge,
hoping to raise $80,000 total. The final total
raised was $105,875!!! These funds allow us to
immediately take in emergency PYRS like Freya, a 2 year old female in
Royston Ga. that we are taking in today. Horrifically, Freya was shot in
the head by an arrow. It appears she will lose sight in one eye and will
probably lose hearing in one ear but she is a fighter and will survive
this. We will also be taking in 5 month old puppy Millie in Woodstock
Ga., who we believe was shot. Again, she will recover and get the full
nurturing GPRA treatment. It is truly remarkable to observe our group
mobilize when we have emergencies.
Second, please view the video Anya created from the children's parade
last weekend in Atlanta. Almost 100 well behaved Gentle Giants were
the hit of the day.
Third, we now enter GPRA's 10th year and we plan to make 2020 a
yearlong celebration. Little did we know when we rescued our first PYR
Sam in 2010, that we would be hitting rescue 1,700 ten years later.
Maybe the greatest revelation we've learned through this PYR rescue
process is we've discovered often, we are not only rescuing Gentle
Giants, but are also rescuing the humans that adopted our PYRS.
Lastly, we wish all a spectacular holiday season and we look forward to
a productive and, hopefully, not quite so active next year in our PYR
world.
Thank you,
John
GPRA President and Founder

2020 Calendar
These special anniversary calendars
are arriving on December 14th and
include 10 years of GPRA alumni
pictures.
Place your order HERE or stop by
adoption day this Saturday.

SAVE THE DATE
Gentle Giants in the Park 2020
Saturday, April 25, 2020
Pickneyville Park
Gwinnett County
More information to come

Upcoming Adoption Days
Dec 14th

Jan 4th

Saturday 11 - 1
Dunwoody PetSmart

QUICK LINKS
GPRA Website
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Donate

